Your Soul Is A River
Yeah, reviewing a book your soul is a river could mount up your close contacts
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, achievement does not recommend that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as contract even more than further will
have the funds for each success. adjacent to, the broadcast as capably as
insight of this your soul is a river can be taken as well as picked to act.

Letters to You Almaz A 2016-08-01 Some people spend a lifetime looking for
someone to call home. I found you. Letters to You is Almaz's debut poetry
collection that narrates her journey to finding love by experiencing fear,
hesitation, courage and ultimately letting herself freefall into the arms of
her soulmate.
There Is a River Thomas Sugrue 2015-03-03 A new edition of the landmark,
worldwide bestseller on the life of the famed medical clairvoyant and founding
father of the New Age: Edgar Cayce. Edgar Cayce (1877-1945) is known to
millions today as the grandfather of the New Age. A medical clairvoyant,
psychic, and Christian mystic, Cayce provided medical, psychological, and
spiritual advice to thousands of people who swore by the effectiveness of his
trance-based readings. But Cayce was not always a household name. When a young,
skeptical journalist named Thomas Sugrue first met Cayce in 1927 the world had
not yet heard of the "sleeping prophet.” During years of unique access, Sugrue
completed his landmark biography, which on its publication in 1942 brought
national attention to Cayce and stands as the sole record written during the
seer’s lifetime. This edition includes a new introduction by historian Mitch
Horowitz that highlights the enduring significance of Cayce’s message and the
role this book played in its dissemination.
Your Soul Is a River Nikita Gill 2016-05-05 This is a book about the journey of
healing from trauma and becoming whole again. Directions: apply to your soul
gently, whilst sitting under the stars.
The Line Becomes a River Francisco Cantú 2019-02-05 The instant New York Times
bestseller, "A must-read for anyone who thinks 'build a wall' is the answer to
anything." --Esquire For Francisco Cantú, the border is in the blood: his
mother, a park ranger and daughter of a Mexican immigrant, raised him in the
scrublands of the Southwest. Haunted by the landscape of his youth, Cantú joins
the Border Patrol. He and his partners are posted to remote regions
crisscrossed by drug routes and smuggling corridors, where they learn to track
other humans under blistering sun and through frigid nights. They haul in the
dead and deliver to detention those they find alive. Cantú tries not to think
where the stories go from there. Plagued by nightmares, he abandons the Patrol
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for civilian life. But when an immigrant friend travels to Mexico to visit his
dying mother and does not return, Cantú discovers that the border has migrated
with him, and now he must know the whole story. Searing and unforgettable, The
Line Becomes a River goes behind the headlines, making urgent and personal the
violence our border wreaks on both sides of the line
Save Your Soul Rochelle Paige 2016-03-28 Brecken Kane had been damn good at his
job in the military. The experience served him well when he moved into the
private sector. Brecken's new security business is booming, and he's settling
into civilian life. Little does he know his newest client's request to save his
daughter will change everything. Hadley Gresham knows she isn't likely to make
it out of the jungle alive. She'd distanced herself from her parents after she
learned her dad made his money selling illegal arms. Kidnapped by his
competitors, she knows there's little chance he'll be able to save her. Luckily
for Hadley, her father hires Brecken. He'd never leave an innocent woman
behind, let alone the one he quickly comes to consider his. Brecken might be
Hadley's rescuer, but she's the one who saves his soul. Warning: This book has
an alpha hero who races to the rescue of the virgin heroine. If you like instalove and hot sex in the steamy jungle, then this story is for you! Please note:
This is the second novella in the Body & Soul series, but it can be read as a
standalone. Each book in the series features a different couple.
Writing Down Your Soul Janet Conner 2021-07-13 Write to Explore Your Deep
Spiritual Soul “…if you think this book is not for you because you are a writer
and don’t need another writing book, think again!” —Sherry Richert Belul,
author of Say it Now #1 Best Seller in New Age & Spirituality, Graphology,
Parapsychology “I am a writer. Today I write.” These are the opening lines in
the Writing Blessing that author Janet Conner has spoken daily since 2007.
Journal-writing and divine dialogue. Janet Conner is a writer, poet, and
spiritual field guide, but first and always a deep spiritual soul explorer.
Since she discovered how to activate a divine Voice by slipping into the theta
brain wave state (the border between the conscious and the subconscious) while
writing, Janet has dedicated herself to exploring and sharing what it means to
live at the vibrant intersection of the visible and the invisible. Your healing
inner voice. After hitting rock bottom while escaping domestic abuse, Janet’s
inner voice told her to start writing. As she wrote, she gained clarity and
strength, and felt an incredible connection to the divine. Miracles began to
happen. Today, research scientists are providing peeks into consciousness and
how it works. Their findings give intriguing clues about what is happening in
and through our bodies, minds, and spirits as we roll pen across paper. Writing
Down Your Soul explores this research and instructs how to access the power and
beauty of our deepest selves. Life-changing power of writing. Of all the ways
to get in touch with God, why take the time to write? One reason: it works. It
works amazingly well. If you want to engage in a vibrant conversation with the
wisdom that dwells just below your conscious awareness, write. Write every day,
at approximately the same time, with passion, honesty, and the intention of
speaking with and listening to the voice within. You liked Expressive Writing,
Opening Up by Writing It Down, or Writing as a Path to Awakening? You’ll love
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Writing Down Your Soul!
Your Heart Is The Sea Nikita Gill 2018-11 Let poetry help you examine the
depths of your wounds. Let it remind you that no matter how deep it goes, you
will be able to heal it because you have been able to heal every single wound
inflicted on your heart and soul before. Let these words show you that you will
be able to find the light at the end of the wound because you have always found
your way before.
The Soul's Code James Hillman 2017-08-01 “[An] acute and powerful vision . . .
offers a renaissance of humane values.”—Thomas Moore, author of Care of the
Soul and The Re-Enchantment of Everyday Life Plato called it “daimon,” the
Romans “genius,” the Christians “guardian angel”; today we use such terms as
“heart,” “spirit,” and “soul.” While philosophers and psychologists from Plato
to Jung have studied and debated the fundamental essence of our individuality,
our modern culture refuses to accept that a unique soul guides each of us from
birth, shaping the course of our lives. In this extraordinary bestseller, James
Hillman presents a brilliant vision of our selves, and an exciting approach to
the mystery at the center of every life that asks, “What is it, in my heart,
that I must do, be, and have? And why?” Drawing on the biographies of figures
such as Ella Fitzgerald and Mohandas K. Gandhi, Hillman argues that character
is fate, that there is more to each individual than can be explained by
genetics and environment. The result is a reasoned and powerful road map to
understanding our true nature and discovering an eye-opening array of
choices—from the way we raise our children to our career paths to our social
and personal commitments to achieving excellence in our time. Praise for The
Soul’s Code “Champions a glorious sort of rugged individualism that, with the
help of an inner daimon (or guardian angel), can triumph against all odds.”—The
Washington Post Book World “[A] brilliant, absorbing work . . . Hillman dares
us to believe that we are each meant to be here, that we are needed by the
world around us.”—Publishers Weekly
Peace Like a River Leif Enger 2007-12-01 Hailed as one of the year's top five
novels by Time, and selected as one of the best books of the year by nearly all
major newspapers, national bestseller Peace Like a River captured the hearts of
a nation in need of comfort. "A rich mixture of adventure, tragedy, and
healing," Peace Like a River is "a collage of legends from sources sacred and
profane -- from the Old Testament to the Old West, from the Gospels to police
dramas" (Ron Charles, The Christian Science Monitor). In "lyrical, openhearted
prose" (Michael Glitz, The New York Post), Enger tells the story of elevenyear-old Reuben Land, an asthmatic boy who has reason to believe in miracles.
Along with his sister and father, Reuben finds himself on a cross-country
search for his outlaw older brother who has been controversially charged with
murder. Their journey is touched by serendipity and the kindness of strangers,
and its remarkable conclusion shows how family, love, and faith can stand up to
the most terrifying of enemies, the most tragic of fates. Leif Enger's
"miraculous" (Valerie Ryan, The Seattle Times) novel is a "perfect book for an
anxious time ... of great literary merit that nonetheless restores readers'
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faith in the kindness of stories" (Marta Salij, Detroit Free Press).
Wild Embers Nikita Gill 2017-11-14 Discover a powerful and relatable poetry
collection of love, loss, and healing--perfect for fans of Rupi Kaur and Amanda
Lovelace. In this magical poetry collection, Nikita Gill unflinchingly explores
the fire in every woman and the emotions that lie deep in one's soul. Featuring
rewritten fairytale heroines, goddess wisdom, and verse that burns with
magnificent beauty, this raw and powerful collection is an explosion of
femininity, empowerment, and personal growth. In these words, readers will find
the magnificent energy to spark resistance and revolution.
A Rainwater Book of Kin Lorinda Rainwater 2018-08-17 *A RAINWATER BOOK OF KIN
VOLUME 4.22* is a continuation series of just a journal to my Unborn Baby
LOVE!* and YET the reason I AM...sharing IT is because of what I discovered by
keeping one...* A VENUS BIRTH!* (Volume 2 "You're Having a Venus Birth" which
for me was a two hour next to no pain... *ALL JOY, LOVE AND PLEASURE BIRTH
MIRACLE!* I later learned from ANASTASIA* of The Ringing Cedars Series that my
easy breeezy beautiful childbirth was because of my keeping of a journal, which
she calls, The Book of Kin...* I HOPE that mine here serves as a POSITIVE
example for YOU and then for your future generations TOOO!* *AMEN BLESSED BE
NAMASTE OM PEACE AND LOVE* Also considered A Book of Shadows in some Spiritual
Circles...as IT is filled with Readings from the S P I R I T S* through Cards
and Oracles with much Sacred Knowledge on VENUS BIRTH* as well as another
special twist and turn! In this volume I AM...pregnant and journaling through
to 68 months gestation!!!* As of this back cover writing I AM...almost 6 years
pregnant...OMG! and so the series continues...
Crossing the Soul's River William O. Roberts 2009-10-01 "Moving, articulate,
and insightful, this book is a welcome exploration of men's spiritual journey
at midlife. Written by an author with his own extraordinary middle passage, the
book provides practical insights for men, while offering women an invaluable
window into men's souls." -Allan Chinen, author of Beyond the Hero: Classic
Stories of Men in Search of Soul"Lively and unembarrassed, written with great
psychological acumen, Crossing the Soul's River is a major contribution to our
understanding of men at midlife. This is the conversation men need to have with
another man when their familiar old assumptions and priorities no longer make
sense. Give it to a man you really care about. Give it to a woman who wants to
know men at the core." -Stephen Bank, coauthor of The Sibling Bond"Crossing the
Soul's River is one of the second generation of men's books that are trying to
chart concrete steps men can take to do the work we need to do to become more
self-actualized and, therefore, more responsible partners, citizens, and
churchmen . . . [Roberts's] articulation of men's needs for the wisdom of
Sophia is the clearest I have ever read."-Stephen Boyd, author of The Men We
Long to Be: Beyond Lonely Warriors and Desperate Lovers "William O. Roberts's
compelling book puts the male midlife crisis into its deepest context-the
growth of ourselves as spiritual beings. In so doing it moves well beyond
treatments which focus solely on the psychological dimension of this processthough Roberts details these too with a sharp, insightful eye honed by his own
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personal experience. Most helpful is his detailing of various rites of passage
designed to help men navigate through this difficult time. In this the book is
of practical as well as intellectual use. I found the book deeply insightful
and altogether illuminating."-Brian Fay, author of Contemporary Philosophy of
Social Science: A Multicultural Approach
Dead Souls (Annotated) Nikolai Gogol 2020-12-09 Dead Souls (Russian: Мёртвые
души, Mjórtvyje dúshi) is a novel by Nikolai Gogol, first published in 1842,
and widely regarded as an exemplar of 19th-century Russian literature. The
novel chronicles the travels and adventures of Pavel Ivanovich Chichikov
(Russian: Павел Иванович Чичиков) and the people whom he encounters. These
people are typical of the Russian middle-class of the time. Gogol himself saw
it as an "epic poem in prose", and within the book as a "novel in verse".
Despite supposedly completing the trilogy's second part, Gogol destroyed it
shortly before his death. Although the novel ends in mid-sentence (like
Sterne's Sentimental Journey), it is usually regarded as complete in the extant
form.
The Book of Soul Mark Nepo 2020-05-05 A powerful new book of spiritual
awakening from #1 New York Times bestselling author Mark Nepo In The Book of
Soul, Mark Nepo, the bestselling author of The Book of Awakening, offers a
powerful guide to inhabiting an authentic and wholehearted life. After we are
physically born, we must be spiritually born a second time, a process that
takes place through the labor of a lifetime as we develop into more fully
realized beings. The Book of Soul delves into the spiritual alchemy of that
transformation in all its mystery, difficulty, and inevitability. The book is
divided into four sections that mark the passages we all face: enduring our
Walk in the World, until we discover Our True Inheritance, which allows us to
live in the open by Widening Our Circle, as we Help Each Other Stay Awake. The
Book of Soul is a piercing guide, replete with beautiful truths and startling
insight, that leads us deeply into the process of transformation.
The Little Book of Letting Go Hugh Prather 2000-08-01 A thirty-day program for
achieving "spiritual purification" recommends letting go as the key to
happiness and shows readers how to cast off the prejudices, preconceptions, and
prejudgements that imprison them. Original. 40,000 first printing.
Heal Thy Soul Roberta McClinon 2016-10-14 Roberta T. McClinon, Holistic
Practitioner believes that the essence of each of us begins with our Souls,
that innermost essence that steers our emotional, mental, physical and
spiritual parts of our existence. In Heal Thy Soul....Naturally with Tips to
Strengthen Your Body's Weakest Links she shares tips that can be incorporated
into our daily lifestyles. Many of the tips come from her personal struggle to
gain her health back after being diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis -- an
illness she no longer claims. How you deal with your problems can make the
difference in living a life that is controlled by negative thoughts and actions
or by taking control of your health and making changes that can make your life
a healthful one. After reading this book, you can incorporate a few of the tips
your-soul-is-a-river
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and change your life for the better.
Your Soul's Plan Robert Schwartz 2010-05-18 Would you like to understand the
deeper spiritual meaning of physical illness, parenting handicapped children,
drug addiction, alcoholism, the death of a loved one, accidents, deafness, and
blindness? Your Soul’s Plan (which was originally published under the title
Courageous Souls: Do We Plan Our Life Challenges Before Birth?) explores the
premise that we are all eternal souls who plan our lives, including our
greatest challenges, before we are born for the purpose of spiritual growth.
Through compelling profiles of people who knowingly planned the experiences
mentioned above, Your Soul’s Plan shows that suffering is not purposeless, but
rather imbued with deep meaning. Working with four gifted mediums, author
Robert Schwartz reveals the significance of each person’s life plan and allows
us a fascinating look into the “other side.” Each personal story focuses on a
specific life challenge, organized by type for easy reference. Accessible both
to those familiar with the metaphysical aspects of spirituality and to the
general reader, the moving narratives that comprise Your Soul’s Plan help
readers awaken to the reality that they are transcendent, eternal souls. With
this stirring book as a guide, feelings of anger, resentment, guilt, and
victimization are healed and transformed into acceptance, forgiveness,
gratitude, and peace. Robert Schwartz is also the author of Your Soul’s Gift:
The Healing Power of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born, which explores
the pre-birth planning of spiritual awakening, miscarriage, abortion,
caregiving, abusive relationships, sexuality, incest, adoption, poverty,
suicide, rape, and mental illness. There’s also a chapter about the pre-birth
planning we do with our future pets. Robert Schwartz is a hypnotherapist who
offers general Spiritual Guidance Sessions, Past Life Soul Regressions, and
Between Lives Soul Regressions. Visit Robert online at www.yoursoulsplan.com.
The Chaos of Longing K.Y. Robinson 2017-09-26 Organized in four sections –
Inception, Longing, Chaos, and Epiphany – K.Y. Robinson's debut poetry
collection explores what it is to want in spite of trauma, shame, injustice,
and mental illness. It is one survivor's powerful testimony, and a love letter
"to those who lie awake burning."
Discover Your Soul Potential Kathy Hurley 2012-04-03 Discover Your Soul
Potential: Using the Enneagram to Awaken Spiritual Vitality shows how to use
the Enneagram as a gateway into the full potential of your soul. With it, you
can live with simplicity, clarity and compassion; you will feel inspired to
create a new partnership between the ordinary and EXTRAordinary sides of your
personality. Authors Kathy Hurley and Theodorre Donson combine insights from
mystical traditions with contemporary psychology and their intimate knowledge
of the Enneagram to provide this tool for ongoing growth. As part of their life
quest to help people live from the power of their own souls, they explain how
spiritual vitality can be the privilege, inheritance and responsibility of
every human being. On our spiritual journey it seems our hearts yearn for us to
know who we are, and the Enneagram is the clearest, most accurate method of
understanding the personality traits of ourselves and others. It is based on
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the theory of three centres of intelligence: Intellectual, Relational and
Instinctual, or more commonly referred to as Thinking, Feeling and Doing. Our
personality is a unique configuration of the three capacities inherent in every
person. Because of its practical approach, this groundbreaking book makes
spiritual vitality easily accessible to all.
Your Soul Is a River Nikita Gill 2018-10-03 This is a book about the journey of
healing from trauma and becoming whole again.Directions: apply to your soul
gently, whilst sitting under the stars.
All the Words I Should Have Said Naim 2016-12-10
Soul Andrey Platonov 2007-12-04 A New York Review Books Original The Soviet
writer Andrey Platonov saw much of his work suppressed or censored in his
lifetime. In recent decades, however, these lost works have reemerged, and the
eerie poetry and poignant humanity of Platonov’s vision have become ever more
clear. For Nadezhda Mandelstam and Joseph Brodsky, Platonov was the writer who
most profoundly registered the spiritual shock of revolution. For a new
generation of innovative post-Soviet Russian writers he figures as a daring
explorer of word and world, the master of what has been called “alternative
realism.” Depicting a devastated world that is both terrifying and sublime,
Platonov is, without doubt, a universal writer who is as solitary and haunting
as Kafka. This volume gathers eight works that show Platonov at his tenderest,
warmest, and subtlest. Among them are “The Return,” about an officer’s
difficult homecoming at the end of World War II, described by Penelope
Fitzgerald as one of “three great works of Russian literature of the
millennium”; “The River Potudan,” a moving account of a troubled marriage; and
the title novella, the extraordinary tale of a young man unexpectedly
transformed by his return to his Asian birthplace, where he finds his people
deprived not only of food and dwelling, but of memory and speech. This
prizewinning English translation is the first to be based on the newly
available uncensored texts of Platonov’s short fiction.
Great Goddesses Nikita Gill 2019-09-03 Bestselling poet, writer, and Instagram
sensation Nikita Gill returns with a collection of poetry and prose retelling
the legends of the Goddesses, both great and small, in their own words. With
lyrical prose and striking verse, beloved poet Nikita Gill (Fierce Fairytales,
Wild Embers) uses the history of Ancient Greece and beyond to explore and share
the stories of the mothers, warriors, creators, survivors, and destroyers who
shook the world. In pieces that burn with empathy and admiration for these
women, Gill unearths the power and glory of the very foundations of mythology
and culture that have been too-often ignored or pushed aside. Complete with
beautiful hand-drawn illustrations, Gill's poetry and stories weave old and
forgotten tales of might and love into an empowering collection for the modern
woman.
Siddhartha Hermann Hesse 1951 A young Indian mystic, a contemporary of Buddha,
sacrifices everything to search for the true meaning of life.
your-soul-is-a-river
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The Sound Of Your Soul Anna Cookson 2018-09-27 There are no fish, in the
future. We killed them. But it's not just the ghosts of the shoals making
artist Cally Dune unhappy. Her husband has gone. Vanished, after being called
up for the President's new 'Training Scheme'. "No body ever comes back the
same." Worried whispers drift through the pubs, gathering like rainclouds to
drip their paranoia into Cally's mind, which is already marinaded in grief for
Simon and fear about being called to Training herself. Letting the wine flow
into the places where it hurts, Cally stumbles into the arms of a clammy banker
and unwittingly discovers a disturbing and painful secret. She is propelled on
a journey through the dust of Africa and the hidden tunnels deep below
London...unravelling the fading scrolls of the ancient Egyptians and
illuminating their lurid hieroglyphics. And ultimately towards a heartbreaking
choice...to save her marriage or save her soul. Because now there's something
else at stake. They are coming for it. And it's inside her.
The Soulmate Equation Christina Lauren 2021-05-18 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER “Writing duo and reigning romance queens Christina Lauren are back
with The Soulmate Equation, their most ambitious book to date.” —PopSugar “A
sexy, science-filled, and surprising romance full of warmth and wit.” —Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) Chosen as a best pick by Bustle, Marie Claire,
Entertainment Weekly, E! Online, PopSugar, BuzzFeed, Goodreads, Country Living,
The Pioneer Woman, Woman’s World, Bookish, Bookreporter, Frolic, and more! The
New York Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners returns with a witty
and effervescent novel about what happens when two people with everything on
the line are thrown together by science—or is it fate? Perfect for fans of The
Rosie Project and One Plus One. Single mom Jess Davis is a data and statistics
wizard, but no amount of number crunching can convince her to step back into
the dating world. After all, her father was never around, her hard-partying
mother disappeared when she was six, and her ex decided he wasn’t “father
material” before her daughter was even born. Jess holds her loved ones close
but working constantly to stay afloat is hard...and lonely. But then Jess hears
about GeneticAlly, a buzzy new DNA-based matchmaking company that’s predicted
to change dating forever. Finding a soulmate through DNA? The reliability of
numbers: This Jess understands. At least she thought she did, until her test
shows an unheard-of 98 percent compatibility with another subject in the
database: GeneticAlly’s founder, Dr. River Peña. This is one number she can’t
wrap her head around, because she already knows Dr. Peña. The stuck-up,
stubborn man is without a doubt not her soulmate. But GeneticAlly has a
proposition: Get ‘to know him and we’ll pay you. Jess—who is barely making ends
meet—is in no position to turn it down, despite her skepticism about the
project and her dislike for River. As the pair are dragged from one event to
the next as the “Diamond” pairing that could launch GeneticAlly’s valuation
sky-high, Jess begins to realize that there might be more to the scientist—and
the science behind a soulmate—than she thought. “Laugh-out-loud, sweet,
charming, and humorous” (Library Journal, starred review), The Soulmate
Equation proves that the delicate balance between fate and choice can never be
calculated.
your-soul-is-a-river
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The Untethered Soul (EasyRead Super Large 18pt Edition) Michael A. Singer
2009-10-06 The chapters of this book are nothing but mirrors for seeing your
''self'' from different angles. And though the journey we are about to embark
on is an inner one, it will draw upon every aspect of your life. The only
requirement asked of you is the willingness to honestly look at yourself in the
most natural, intuitive manner. Remember, if we are seeking the root of
''self,'' what we are actually seeking is you. As you read through these pages,
you will find that you know much more than you thought you did about some very
deep subjects. The fact is, you already know how to find yourself; you have
just gotten distracted and disoriented. Once refocused, you will realize that
you not only have the ability to find yourself, you have the ability to free
yourself. Whether you choose to do so or not is entirely up to you. But upon
completion of your journey through these chapters, there will be no more
confusion, no more lack of empowerment, and no more blaming others. You will
know exactly what must be done. And should you choose to devote yourself to the
ongoing journey of self-realization, you will develop a tremendous sense of
respect for who you really are. It is only then that you will come to
appreciate the full depth of meaning in the advice: ''This above all: to thine
own self be true.'' ---- Introduction
Where Hope Comes From Nikita Gill 2021-06-01 **The Sunday Times Bestseller**
Instagram superstar and poet Nikita Gill returns to her roots with her most
personal collection yet, including more than twenty poems exclusive to the US
edition. I took my worries out and laid them carefully on the kitchen table.
Then began the slow but rewarding task of fixing everything that needed more
love. Nikita Gill shares a collection of poems crafted as the world went into
lockdown, tackles themes such as mental health and loneliness, and the
precarity of hope. Through the life cycle of a star, she invites the reader to
feel connected to the universe, taking us on a journey through the five stages
of grief to the five stages of hope. This collection includes the phenomenal
“Love in the Time of Coronavirus,” which was shared across social media over
20,000 times, as well as Gill's poems of strength and hope, “How to Be Strong”
and “Silver Linings.” Where Hope Comes From is fully illustrated with beautiful
line drawings by the author. All because everything is forbidden now, I want to
go up to the top of the Eiffel Tower and sing at the top of my lungs.
Unclutter Your Soul Trina McNeilly 2022-02-15 A unique biblical and practical
approach to uncluttering our internal thoughts and feelings. We all want our
lives to change for the better–to become the healthiest versions of ourselves
in spirit, soul, and body. Yet we still struggle. Author Trina McNeilly,
looking for order in her own life, embarked on an inward journey to the home of
her heart and soul to find healing and health from the inside out. Unclutter
Your Soul is for all of us who are cluttered and overwhelmed with loss, fear,
chronic stress, unhealthy coping mechanisms, crippling depression, or anxiety.
With the Holy Spirit as our guide, Trina says we can learn to observe:
acknowledge the clutter, own: make space for a healthy internal environment,
and overcome: take action with tools for living clutter-free from the inside
out. Each chapter in these three sections is written as an essay and concludes
your-soul-is-a-river
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with practical and soulful tips as well as prompts to put them into action.
With discussion questions and a prayer guide, Unclutter Your Soul is the
ultimate resource for finding freedom in our everyday lives by releasing
limited mindsets and creating more space for peace and joy.
Road of Ash and Dust E.L. Cyrs 2016-10-05 naware that hunger, sickness and
deprivation were awaiting him, a young idealist leaves the United States and
embarks on a spiritual journey to West Africa. Repeatedly challenged by a world
beyond his understanding and thrown into harsh, critical self-reflections, he
is repulsed by the image of himself that Africa forces him to confront. Road of
Ash and Dust: Awakening of a Soul in Africa is a deeply intimate and, somewhat,
voyeuristic unveiling of aspects of The African-American Experience rarely
committed to print. ROAD allows you access to one of the most universal rites
of passage, the discovery of self. Author E.L. Cyrs channels voices from a
distant and muted past, guiding us into understanding that many of the answers
to our most troubling questions do, truly, come from within.
Discovering Your Soul Signature Panache Desai 2014-04-29 An invitation to
change the energy that surrounds you, find the harmony that comes with selfacceptance, and, in the process, discover your life’s purpose and the boundless
possibilities that await you. Your soul signature is your spiritual DNA—it is
who you are at your core, the most authentic part of you, your singular
contribution to this world. And yet we reject our authentic selves. We allow
our soul signature to become blocked by any number of emotional obstacles that
life throws in our path: anger, fear, guilt, shame, sadness, despair. Any or
all of these feelings overtake us and create a density, a heaviness that
doesn’t permit us to embrace who we truly are, deep inside. We are energetic
beings, Panache Desai reminds us, and emotions are energy in motion. When we
are blocked we feel unworthy, less than, unloved, incomplete. In Discovering
Your Soul Signature, Panache invites us on a 33-day path of meditations—short
passages to be read at morning, noon, and night that are designed to dismantle
the emotional burden that holds us back and open us up to changing our lives.
Through this distilled, poetic, practical, and inspiring course, he invites us
to live a life of authenticity, to rediscover purpose and passion, and to
believe from our soul in the possibility of all things.
A Necklace of Souls R. L. Stedman 2014-12-01 "In a hidden kingdom a mysterious
Guardian protects her people with the help of a magical necklace. But evil
forces are also seeking the power of the necklace, and as the Guardian grows
weaker these forces threaten to destroy the kingdom. With the help of her best
friend, Will, and the enigmatic N'tombe, Dana, the rightful heir, must claim
the power of the necklace and save her people. But the necklace takes a
terrible toll on whoever wears it - a toll that Dana may not be prepared to
face"--Publisher information.
Love and Everything in Between Martina Marie De Castro 2015-12-23 Love and
everything in between is a compilation of poetry written with bare hands on
bare paper that symbolizes the scribbled complexities of love and the
your-soul-is-a-river
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simplicity it pertains - it exists.
Once Upon a River Diane Setterfield 2018-12-04 From the instant #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the “eerie and fascinating” (USA TODAY) The
Thirteenth Tale comes a “swift and entrancing, profound and beautiful”
(Madeline Miller, internationally bestselling author of Circe) novel about how
we explain the world to ourselves, ourselves to others, and the meaning of our
lives in a universe that remains impenetrably mysterious. On a dark midwinter’s
night in an ancient inn on the river Thames, an extraordinary event takes
place. The regulars are telling stories to while away the dark hours, when the
door bursts open on a grievously wounded stranger. In his arms is the lifeless
body of a small child. Hours later, the girl stirs, takes a breath and returns
to life. Is it a miracle? Is it magic? Or can science provide an explanation?
These questions have many answers, some of them quite dark indeed. Those who
dwell on the river bank apply all their ingenuity to solving the puzzle of the
girl who died and lived again, yet as the days pass the mystery only deepens.
The child herself is mute and unable to answer the essential questions: Who is
she? Where did she come from? And to whom does she belong? But answers
proliferate nonetheless. Three families are keen to claim her. A wealthy young
mother knows the girl is her kidnapped daughter, missing for two years. A
farming family reeling from the discovery of their son’s secret liaison stand
ready to welcome their granddaughter. The parson’s housekeeper, humble and
isolated, sees in the child the image of her younger sister. But the return of
a lost child is not without complications and no matter how heartbreaking the
past losses, no matter how precious the child herself, this girl cannot be
everyone’s. Each family has mysteries of its own, and many secrets must be
revealed before the girl’s identity can be known. Once Upon a River is a
glorious tapestry of a book that combines folklore and science, magic and myth.
Suspenseful, romantic, and richly atmospheric, this is “a beguiling tale, full
of twists and turns like the river at its heart, and just as rich and
intriguing” (M.L. Stedman, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Light
Between Oceans).
Anthology of Irish Verse Padraic Colum 1922
Reclaim Your Soul Alyson Quinn 2014-01-23 Reclaim Your Soul: Your Path to
Healing explores self-transformation. Many of us find ourselves suppressing
emotions and falling victim to patterns of unhealthy behavior. We can live this
way for decades in a half-baked existence, not knowing why meaninglessness
plagues our days and leaves us feeling unsatisfied. The goal of this book is to
immerse the reader in previously suppressed feelings. Readers will be able to
liberate themselves and allow themselves to feel in order to heal successfully.
The book also illuminates patterns that keep us stuck. Each vignette describes
a way out of the morass and contributes to exponentially building our
awareness. Reclaim Your Soul highlights patterns and feelings that serve to
increase our strength and enrich our lives. Through this process, we can start
to reach for dreams that uplift our soul and help us achieve our fullest
potential.
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365 Ways to Connect with Your Soul Jodi Chapman 2015-11-09 LIMITED-TIME OFFER:
Buy this book now and receive over 100 bonus gifts -- including guided
meditations, ebooks, ecourses, and much more -- all offered by the contributing
authors (Read on to see how to claim your special gifts ) A fun addition to
your spiritual practice In this book, over 200 beautiful souls -- including
bestselling authors Jodi Chapman, Dan Teck, Arielle Ford, Peggy McColl, Christy
Whitman, and Carol Tuttle -- share how they connect with their soul with the
hopes that it will help you connect with yours as well. There are 365 ways to
connect with your soul inside this book, including meditative practices, being
in nature, playing and creating, receiving messages from loved ones on the
other side, changing your thoughts, raising your vibration, spending time with
your pets, and so much more Our soul is our lifeline to the universe, and
staying connected to it helps us stay connected to all that is. This book shows
that connecting with our soul can be easy and doesn't have to take a lot of
time. There's no right or wrong way to read it You can flip through at random - letting your soul lead the way -- or you can read one passage each day.
Whether you're already plugged in and are looking for fun ways to deepen your
connection, or you are feeling disconnected and are looking for loving ways to
plug back in, this book is the perfect tool to support you in aligning with
your soul and the universe at any given moment Special Promotion As part of our
launch party, we're giving away over 100 bonus gifts when you order our book
The gifts include guided meditations, ebooks, ecourses, and much more -offered by the contributing authors as a special thank you After ordering the
book, go here to access them all: http: //www.365waystoconnectwithyoursoul.com.
Fierce Fairytales Nikita Gill 2018-09-11 Poet, writer, and Instagram sensation
Nikita Gill returns with a collection of fairytales poetically retold for a new
generation of women. Traditional fairytales are rife with cliches and gender
stereotypes: beautiful, silent princesses; ugly, jealous, and bitter
villainesses; girls who need rescuing; and men who take all the glory. But in
this rousing new prose and poetry collection, Nikita Gill gives Once Upon a
Time a much-needed modern makeover. Through her gorgeous reimagining of
fairytale classics and spellbinding original tales, she dismantles the oldfashioned tropes that have been ingrained in our minds. In this book, gone are
the docile women and male saviors. Instead, lines blur between heroes and
villains. You will meet fearless princesses, a new kind of wolf lurking in the
concrete jungle, and an independent Gretel who can bring down monsters on her
own. Complete with beautifully hand-drawn illustrations by Gill herself, Fierce
Fairytales is an empowering collection of poems and stories for a new
generation.
Soul Love L S Bergman 2020-10-12 **Soul Love is a complete re-edit of
previously released eBook material AND much more. It combines 2 Novellas, book
1 and book 2 in the original Soul Love Series, but, also builds on those books
with substantial new content.**Meeting 'the one', A soulmate, 'Straight out of
the blue like that'.This counts as a whole other league of 'unexpected'. A
realm of 'realness' that shakes you to the core.The kind of crazy love you've
never anticipated, or felt 'ever'. The kind of love that cuts so deep it makes
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damn well 'sure' you'll never feel such intensity again.The kind of love that's
a force, too strong to control. Compulsive and unpredictable. Not playing by
any set rules. This kind of love is never what you planned.A celebrity icon
with a turbulent past. An introverted career woman with emotional baggage aplenty to unpack. Alma can give a thousand reasons why their commitment 'can't'
work. Spade prefers to talk-up the stuff that 'can'.**Dear reader, This realism
romance contains previously released material, and large amounts of new work
(i.e. unreleased material). It is a +18 graphic suspenseful contemporary black
romance, set in California and London, which contains strong language and
sexual content, alluding to difficult emotional topics and containing violent
themes at times, which the fictional main character's are grappling to come to
terms with in their journey to love.**
River of Lost Souls Jonathan P. Thompson 2018-03-06 "A vivid historical
account…Thompson shines in giving a sense of what it means to love a place
that's been designated a 'sacrifice zone.'"  —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Award–winning
investigative environmental journalist Jonathan P. Thompson digs into the
science, politics, and greed behind the 2015 Gold King Mine disaster, and
unearths a litany of impacts wrought by a century and a half of mining, energy
development, and fracking in southwestern Colorado. Amid these harsh realities,
Thompson explores how a new generation is setting out to make amends. JONATHAN
THOMPSON is a native Westerner with deep roots in southwestern Colorado. He has
been an environmental journalist focusing on the American West since he signed
on as reporter and photographer at the Silverton Standard & the Miner newspaper
in 1996. He has worked and written for High Country News for over a decade,
serving as editor–in–chief from 2007 to 2010. He was a Ted Scripps fellow in
environmental journalism at the University of Colorado in Boulder, and in 2016
he was awarded the Society of Environmental Journalists' Outstanding Beat
Reporting, Small Market. He currently lives in Bulgaria with his wife Wendy and
daughters Lydia and Elena.
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